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Accon Surface-Mount  
Pushpole Holder

Looking to add pushpole holders to your mi-
croskiff or other bare-bones rig? The new Accon 
Marine 710 Surface-Mount Push Pole Holder 
requires no cutting to mount it. Three No. 10 screws 
are all that’s needed to install this folding holder on 
the deck or other surface. Three push pole holders 
are recommended for optimum pole stability. The 
710 holders are constructed from 316 stainless steel 
and UV-resistant glass-filled nylon. Price is $68.20. 
See www.acconmarine.com.

Raymarine Dragonfly 4 and 5
Hard to say which is coming down faster, retail 

prices of cutting-edge sonar or the screen dimen-
sions of the smallest units. Raymarine now offers 
4- and 5-inch Dragonfly units starting below 
$200. These are combo sonar/GPS units packing the 
company’s wide-spectrum CHIRP sonar for photo-
like imaging of fish and underwater objects. The 
Pro models also include built-in wi-fi and connect 
with Raymarine’s Wi-Fish mobile app, allowing 
anglers to stream sonar images to a smart phone 
for viewing or sharing. See www.raymarine.com.

Okuma Shadow Stalker Rods
Okuma introduced a new lineup of saltwater 

light tackle rods. The Shadow Stalker Gulf 
Coast rods deliver action and sensitivity for com-
mon fishing methods on Gulf and Atlantic coastal 
waters, along with OC-9 carbon reinforcement for 
strength.  Shadow Stalker Gulf Coast rods include 
12 models from 7 feet to 7 feet, 10 inches in length. 
Suggested retail prices are $79.99 to $109.99. See 
www.okuma.com.

Mann’s Reel’n Shad
Mann’s has a nice package deal going with 

the new Reel’n Shad series. The 5-pack bag 
($8.49) of the 5.25-inch fluke-style baits includes 
one pre-rigged on a weedless jighead. The rigging 
method, with the stiff wire guard, allows you to 
fish around timber and other structure without 
hangups, and the slotted bait body channels water 
for a turbulent, fish-attracting swimming pattern. 

Four colors are available, with more on the way. See 
www.mannsbait.com.

Bomber Long Shot
 The new Bomber Long Shot is designed to 

do what its name suggests: Shoot far and accurately 
to schooling fish in the surf, sounds or other big 
water. The lure has a large rattle which rolls to the 
back of the bait on the cast, and then settles when 
the bait hits the water. It swims in a wide wobble. 
The lure is available in 10 color patterns, covering 
most of the popular regional patterns, and it is 
equipped with 4X strong saltwater trebles and salt-
water grade heavy-duty hardware. The Long Shot 
is available in three sizes and weights. The 5-inch 
version weighs in at ¾-ounce and dives to 3 feet (5 
feet when trolling). The 6-inch Long Shot ($7.99) is 
1 3�16 ounces and the big 7-inch version weighs 1 ¾ 
ounces. Both the 6- and 7-inch Long Shots ($9.99) 
dive to 4 feet on the cast and up to 8 feet when 
trolled. See www.bombersaltwatergrade.com.

RipTide Baitfish 
If a fluttering tail, realistic color pattern and 

horizontal drop are what you think the fish are 
looking for, the RipTide Baitfish jig combo 
from Culprit Lures may be just the thing. The 4-inch 
tails are available in scaled sardine [shown], killifish, 
sand perch and pinfish color schemes, as well as 
orange-gold and gold-and-glow. The jighead 
included into the recloseable clam pack weighs 
3�8-ounce and features realistic eyes and fins, and a 
slim profile to sneak through grass with a 3/0 black 
nickel needle point hook. Suggested retail price is 
$3.80 for a 4-count pack. See www.culprit.com.

Star Tron Ring Clean+ Motor 
Treatment

Engines run for long periods at idle or low speed 
may show effects of carbon buildup on carbure-
tors, fuel injectors, intake ports and combustion 
chambers. Rough idle, excessive smoke and/or 
poor throttle response are a few symptoms. Star 
brite, maker of the popular Star Tron engine-
maintenance formula, has introduced a new 
companion product, Ring Clean+, designed 

for periodic use to remove these deposits, improve 
fuel combustibility and restore performance. 
It’s formulated with the latest deposit-control 
compounds plus an enzyme package designed to 
remove even the toughest deposits. The manufac-
turer recommends 1 ounce per 10 gallons of fuel 
on an “as-needed” basis—say, after a long day of 
slow-trolling—followed by regular use of Star Tron 
for long-term performance and protection against 
ethanol-related concerns. Suggested retail price 
for a 16-ounce bottle of Ring Clean+ is $19.99. See 
www.starbrite.com.

Coastline Surf System Backpack 
Hauling multiple rods, tackle boxes, buckets 

and accessories can be a hassle when you’re fishing 
beaches or jetties. But we do it anyway, in order 
to ensure we’re ready for whatever opportunities 
arise. The Coastline Surf System Back-
pack was designed as a lightweight, customizable 
carryall for these kinds of situations, complete with 
folding legs to prop the pack above ground when 
you get where you’re going. The pack is sold ($149) 
with multiple utility pockets; sand-spike/rod hold-
ers; a tube for gaff, net or a lantern; a built in cutting 
board, and a padded adjustable harness.  See www.
coastlinesurfsystem.com.

Rapala Shadow Rap
Rapala conceived the new 4 3�8-inch, 7�16-ounce 

Shadow Rap primarily as a freshwater hardbody 
jerkbait, but the unsteady, “dying minnow” action 
is sure to elicit aggressive strikes from seatrout, 
redfish and snook. The lure delivers three key 
movements suggestive of a baitfish in distress: It 
“kicks” nearly 180 degrees right then left, with very 
little forward travel. It also swims head-down, with 
a fixed weight system allowing the bait to “fade 
slowly” like a dying minnow. After a sharp snap 
and generous slack line, the Shadow Rap will spin 
around and, as the designers suggest, “look follow-
ing predators right in the face, challenging them 
to strike.” Shallow model swims at 2 to 4 feet, and 
the Deep model dives to 4 to 8 feet. Hooks are No. 
6 VMC Black Nickel Round Bend Trebles. Suggested 
retail price is $9.99. See www.rapala.com.
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Moden marine electron-
ics (chartplotter, fore-

ground) brought these 
anglers to an attractive 

oyster reef. Now it’s time 
for eyes on the water to 
verify fishing prospects.
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How would you handle 
fishing for one partic-
ular kind of fish, hun-
dreds of miles from 
home, on a random 

calendar date? 
What would be your strategy? 

What resources might you use? What 
tackle would you bring? 

These are the kinds of questions 
tournament fishermen routine-
ly answer. And often as not, those 
answers involved strategic compro-
mises. It was an eye-
opening experience 
for me recently, to 
spend a few days with veteran com-
petitors on the Inshore Fishing Asso-
ciation, or IFA, Redfish trail. Dewey 
Holloway, of Fort White, Florida, 
and Kelly Causey, of Macon, GA, had 
spent the past few seasons compet-
ing against each other in the co-an-
gler divisions of the IFA. For the IFA 
Punta Gorda event, in March, they 
teamed up on the same boat. 

Both anglers own their own boats. 
In Kelly’s case, a Ranger Banshee 
shallow-water poling skiff. Dewey 
runs a 22-foot Skeeter bay boat with 
a 250-horse Yamaha. One of the first 
decisions they had to make was sim-

ply, which boat to bring? Each man 
faced a tow greater than 250 miles. 
Talking it over, they decided range 
would be more important than shal-
low draft. Skinny-water skiffs like the 
Banshee offer access to very shallow 
flats and creeks, where redfish some-
times move to escape fishing pres-
sure or receding tides. On the other 
hand, a bay boat would be better 
suited for making a long run across 
Charlotte Harbor from the tourna-
ment marina in Punta Gorda.

Dewey’s rig had 
something else, too: 
Some tracks and way-

points already loaded in his Hum-
minbird 1198 fishfinder/chartplotter 
combo. Also in there, a Navionics 
Platinum chart card, complete with 
detailed navigational charts and the 
option of aerial photography. Dew-
ey had fished the area before, wisely 
recording his tracks on the Hummin-
bird in different colors, for future 
reference.   

 Understanding how to use these 
kinds of systems gives anglers a 
huge advantage, whether they’re 
fishing a tournament or merely pok-
ing around for a day of relaxation. 
Charlotte Harbor and Pine Island 

By Jeff Weakley, Editor
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Sound feature mostly clear water and a 
network of reasonably well-marked chan-
nels. This region is much easier to navi-
gate than, say the Louisiana Delta, where 
Dewey, Kelly and many other IFA com-
petitors enjoy fishing. Still, there are oys-
ter bars in places where you might not 
expect them, as well as broad stretches 
of shallow water which can thin precari-
ously on a low tide. These features are at-
tractive from the standpoint of holding 
redfish and other species, but for anglers 
unfamiliar with the area, they can pose 

big hazards. 
A very good example came during our 

second morning fishing together. We’d 
planned to get on the water at sunrise, 
but there was no sunrise at all. An im-
penetrable fog hung over Pine Island. 
Motoring out of the channel at Pine-
land Marina, we saw one boat already on 
plane and speeding into the gauzy white. 
The boat was quickly out of view—but 
the risk was obvious. 

“Not much we can do,” Dewey said. 
“You almost don’t want to slow down in 

the channel, thinking some-
one might run up on you 
in this fog. Let’s try a spot 
close by, out of the channel, 
wait till things clear up.”

Dewey’s Navionics card 
offered us a clear route to 
an archipelago of islets and 
oyster bars not far from 
Pineland. The fog—which 
stuck around much lat-
er than expected—limit-
ed visibility into the water. 
We could barely make out 
potholes amid the seagrass 
bottom. But, the low tide 
clearly showed the perim-
eter of the bars. That struc-
ture gave the two fishermen 
a useful frame of reference. 
Casting to an oyster bar 

point rippling with mullet schools, Dew-
ey caught an upper-slot spotted seatrout 
and then a good, tournament-grade red-
fish on his bone-colored Super Spook Jr.  

The guys were obviously pleased. 
The day before, fishing from Cayo Cos-
ta down through Captiva Island, reds had 
been scarce. “We like to hit several spots, 
see if we can find fish,” said Kelly. “If we 
find them, on tournament day we’ll put 
in our time there. We heard some guys 
are on schooling reds up off Burnt Store, 
but those schools are here one day, gone 
the next. We really like finding resident 
fish.”

 Indeed, as the fog lifted, we discov-
ered a few things about the archipela-
go. The mostly uniformly sloping, patchy 
grass bottom we began fishing transi-
tioned into a deep, 4- to 5-foot trough 
which wasn’t clearly marked on the 
charts.  And: In that trough was a school 
of pumpkin-fat redfish, lying low on the 
bottom of the tide. We didn’t hook any, 
but that wasn’t really the point. Dewey 
and Kelly added a good new spot to their 
list of waypoints. 

 Looking at the labyrinthine oyster bars 
nearby, I remarked that those reds might 
move in there on high water. 

“Bet you’re right,” said Kelly. “They 
can go on in there with the tide and eat, 
then come out here in the deeper water, 
where it’s safe.”

SCOUTING  DAYS

“Schooling fish are here one day, gone the next. We really like finding resident redfish.”

Waiting for the fog to lift, Dewey Holloway 
made a few casts near the marina—and 
found what he was looking for. 

Shallow-water search lures, from top: Johnson Silver 
Minnow; Rapala Skitter Walk; Bass Assassin Die Dapper. 
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a useful frame of reference. 
Casting to an oyster bar 

point rippling with mullet schools, Dew-
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The guys were obviously pleased. 
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tioned into a deep, 4- to 5-foot trough 
which wasn’t clearly marked on the 
charts.  And: In that trough was a school 
of pumpkin-fat redfish, lying low on the 
bottom of the tide. We didn’t hook any, 
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 Looking at the labyrinthine oyster bars 
nearby, I remarked that those reds might 
move in there on high water. 

“Bet you’re right,” said Kelly. “They 
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where it’s safe.”

SCOUTING  DAYS

“Schooling fish are here one day, gone the next. We really like finding resident redfish.”

Waiting for the fog to lift, Dewey Holloway 
made a few casts near the marina—and 
found what he was looking for. 

Shallow-water search lures, from top: Johnson Silver 
Minnow; Rapala Skitter Walk; Bass Assassin Die Dapper. 
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Our ruminations highlighted an impor-
tant aspect of the pre-fishing game: The 
trick is learning not only where the fish 
are at some particular point in the tide, 
but where they are likely to move at oth-
er times. 

The day before, Dewey took us to a 

cove on Cayo Costa that had some of the 
prettiest shoreline you could lay eyes 
on: Points of land jutting out with bright 
green mangroves; downed timber ly-
ing helter skelter. Deep pockets close to 
shore. It looked like fish-city—and it was, 
for snook. While Dewey and I pitched 
a topwater and Bass Assassin swimbait 
toward the shoreline, Kelly threw his 
¼-ounce gold spoon in the opposite di-
rection—out into what appeared to be 
featureless open water. 

“There are potholes out there—that’s 
usually where the reds are in this spot,” 
Dewey said. “When we get to the real-
ly good area, I’m going to fish out there, 
too. First I want to get a snook!”

There’s serious fishing, and then 
there’s not-so-serious fishing. I was glad 

to see the IFA guys, while dedicated to 
their pre-fishing mission, were willing to 
yield to the same kind of aspirations that 
drive most anglers. Dewey got his snook, 
too: An inch-and-a-half short of 28 inch-
es, almost a keeper. Kelly had turned to 
look at just the right moment. 

 “I saw that fish come up and whack 
that plug—I could tell it was a good one,” 
Kelly said. Dewey, whose home is a hun-
dred miles from the nearest snook hole, 
was mostly speechless as he battled the 
fish away from the mangrove roots. 

 I noted that both anglers used the 
same spinning outfits: 7-foot, fast-action 
G. Loomis rods rated for 6- to 12-pound-
test line and 1⁄8- to 3⁄8-ounce lures. They had 
10-pound-test braided line, and about 
two feet of 20-pound-test Seaguar fluoro-
carbon leader. The leader may have been 
on the light side for a snook-specific mis-
sion, but it held up fine for Dewey’s fish. 

The guys keep a sturdy, folding Stow-
master net in the boat to land fish—it’s 
an essential item, and especially impor-
tant if you’re fishing light tackle and 

small hooks. When a big red is thrashing 
around with a No. 6 treble hook lightly 
anchored in its rubbery mouth, you want 
to get a net under it quick. Same goes in 
the event a fish manages to scrape your 
20-pound leader around a mangrove 
shoot, or oyster clump. 

As for the light leader and long-casting 
rigs, in talking to Dewey and Kelly, as well 
as others at the IFA event, I learned that 
the redfish in the Charlotte Harbor and 
Pine Island Sound complex have become 
a lot more sophisticated than they were 
when I first began fishing the region in 
the early 1990s. Little things like low-vis 
leaders, hooks hidden inside the bodies 
of soft baits, rods balanced for long casts, 
can make a difference. 

One thing I observed while tagging 
along was the anglers’ judicious use of the 
trolling motor. Dewey kept the 112-pound-
thrust Minn Kota at about one-quarter 
power as we made a gentle, horseshoe 
route through the cove. Dewey worked his 
plug, Kelly his spoon. Extra rods with soft 
baits and spinnerbaits were racked in ver-

SCOUTING  DAYS

Points, mangroves, downed timber: The cove looked like fish city, and it was—for snook. 

They were hunting for 
redfish, yes, but clearly 

stoked when a good 
snook blasted a top-

water plug. 
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tical holders. A crisp breeze vibrated the 
braided lines like violin strings. 

“What we’ll do in some situations is put 
the wind to our back and just drift,” Dew-
ey explained. “You stay quiet, and the 
wind lets you throw farther, too.”  

In the absence of wind, things can get 
tricky. Late on our second day of fishing, 
we took advantage of rising tide to in-
spect a cove near Mondongo Island. But 
there was no wind to drift on, no chop 
to conceal our presence, not even a rip-
ple. We could see unidentifiable but tan-
talizing wakes moving across glass-calm 
water. Each time Dewey adjusted the 
trolling motor, those wakes—some as 
far off as 80 yards—rose and accelerat-
ed nervously. They were clearly reacting 
to the whir of the motor or the tap of the 
propeller on the grass. 

“In a situation like this, sometimes all 
you can do is Power Pole down and wait 
for the fish to come to you,” said Dewey.  
We did just that, dropping the stiff, fiber-
glass stake into the bottom to hold Dew-
ey’s boat. 

While most of the wakes turned out to 
be mullet and sheepshead (which is often 
the case), we did see a few reds—most-
ly just flashes of blue as they hightailed it 

away from us. Ones 
that managed to 
creep into casting 
range were already 
on edge. Even the 
splash of a tiny 
spoon sent them 
flying.  

Watching this, I 
decided I would’ve 
wanted a poling 
skiff at that very 
moment—some-
thing like the Ban-
shee back at Kelly’s 
house in Georgia. 
But I kept that to myself. 
These guys were going to 
need to work with what 
they had. If, on tourna-
ment day, they weren’t able to connect 
with reds in other spots, this little cove 
could produce something. 

My own inclination would’ve been to 
bail out and wade, reducing my profile. 
Unfortunately for IFA competitors, wade-
fishing is disallowed in the tournaments.  
Dewey’s boat was outfitted with a stur-
dy, two-deck spotting platform, custom 
welded by his father. The elevation is 

very helpful when looking 
for fish on big, open flats. 
But here, in the tiny, glassy 
cove, that platform was re-

ally more of a liability, a tall billboard ad-
vertising bad intentions.  

Dewey and Kelly acknowledged their 
struggles with this kind of compromise. 
“We do like to wear light-colored clothes, 
do the best we can to blend in with the 
sky,” Kelly noted.  The casting platform 
was powder-coated white, as well, a plau-
sible improvement over the shine of un-
finished aluminum pipe. 

Jig-and-cork isn’t  com-
monly used by tourna-
ment guys, but is very  
effective for working 

potholes.

www.actioncraft.com
Action Craft Boats | Cape Coral, Florida 33909 | Tel: 239-574-7800 | Fax: 239-574-7805

Don’t be fooled into spending 

more money on a wimpy, f imsy, 

big name poling skiff!

19’ ACE

19’ ACE CONVERTIBLE

Builder of the WORLD’s ONLY Qui-Dry Hull!!
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Our last stop was on the outside bar off 
Bokeelia, on the north end of Pine Island, 
the kind of place where a spotting plat-
form is extremely valuable. These long, 
expansive bars are well-known for pro-
ducing shots at schooling reds. Imme-

diately, we saw the 
wakes of large fish pushing with the tide. 
At a distance, it was hard to tell if they 
were redfish or mullet, but when scout-
ing for tournament prospects, guys like 
Dewey and Kelly don’t obsess about im-

mediate identification. It’s shoot-first, ask 
questions later.  

“Sometimes, redfish will be right in 
there with those mullet,” Kelly said. 
With the high sun, Dewey had switched 
from his topwater plug to the Die Dap-
per swimbait. Kelly stayed with his 
spoon. From the elevation of Dewey’s 
platform, they fired off rifle-distance 
casts toward the approaching phalanx 
of fish. I expected an immediate hook-
up, but all we saw were the fat, black-
and-silver bodies of mullet scurrying 
along on their inscrutable mullet busi-
ness, some leaping out of the water.  
More mullet schools continued making 

their way along the bar. 
Watching Kelly and Dewey 

analyze this challenging sec-
tor of Florida’s inshore waters, 
I could see how valuable their 
time was on the water. They 
had a few good spots to work, 
a couple of backup plans. They 

had a quiver of appropriate tackle, and 
an obvious, good-natured fellowship. 
Most importantly of all, they’d put some 
new waypoints on their charts, and 
knowledge in the bank. FS

SCOUTING  DAYS

Just another mullet 
school? Or are there 
tournament-grade 

redfish mixed in? Only 
one way to find out.
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“A road trip can be a day-saver, as 
well as a wise business decision for a 
professional guide.”

Just when you think 
you have your local 
honeyholes dialed, 
conditions can shut 
down the bite. And 

sometimes for the long term—
days, weeks, or even a month 
at a time. Unusually cold win-
ters are notorious for shutting 
things down in Florida, partic-
ularly in the northern half of 
the state. In summer, poor wa-
ter quality brought on by ex-
cessive wet season runoff can 
sour things, too. 

So what do you do? Wait 
things out, or hit the road to 
get back in the action? Where 
might the grass be greener?  

I hit the road quite a bit, ei-
ther when pleasure fishing or 
taking my charter customers 
out. A road trip can be a day-
saver when you and a buddy 
or the family can manage to 
get away overnight. It can also 
be a wise business decision for 
the professional guide who 
can fish out-of-town waters 
with confidence. 

Gameplan the 
Fishing

Many of my road trips in-
volve heading south from my 
home in Stuart, Florida. I’ll fish 
out of Flamingo in Everglades 
National Park or in Biscayne 
Bay. I also occasionally travel 
to freshwater canals in west-
ern Broward County, but those 
are day trips, just over 60 to 70 
miles one-way.  At 176 miles 
from my door, Everglades Na-
tional Park is hardly a day trip, 
and I leave such endeavors to 
brave, young dynamos wired 
on caffeine! Even the 120-mile 
“down-and-back” flats fish-
ing trip to Biscayne Bay, which 
I have suffered through, is a 

reach. So it’s overnight or I 
don’t go. 

The additional expenses are 
a consideration, but they can 
be minimized with some fore-
thought. As can deciding how 
to tailor a trip to target partic-
ular species, selecting tackle, 
lures, and planning for live bait 
procurement, if any. 

My first concern is weather. 
When inclement weather blan-
kets not only my region but 
the southern tip of the state, 

I rarely make the longer trip, 
unless a customer is hell bent 
on going. Occasionally, I am 
pleasantly surprised when the 
weatherman botches a grim 
forecast. Sometimes, you don’t 
know unless you go! 

During winter cold snaps, 
heading south is a no-brain-
er. On my home waters, wa-
ter temps in the high 50s to 
mid 60s simply put many res-
ident species “to sleep.” As 
for migratory fish, cold sends 
them packing for warmer wa-

ters, both in the surf and inside 
the Intracoastal Waterway. For 
example, I surf fish and also 
take customers surf fishing on 
foot. Three years ago, I shifted 
all of my midwinter surf trips 
for pompano to Palm Beach 
County, where water tempera-
tures were as much as seven to 
10 degrees higher, more to a 
pompano’s liking. 

On the Indian River Lagoon, 
another place I frequently fish, 
strong winter cold fronts churn 

up the waters. If fronts come 
through on 3- to 4-day cycles, 
the water hardly has a chance 
to clear. Plus, it’s rough going 
for my small skiff in that kind 
of wind-chop. That’s the ideal 
time to fish Florida Bay where 
lee shores exist around man-
grove islands, along the Cape 
coastline and creeks, and in 
the Wilderness Waterway be-
tween Flamingo and the Shark 
River/Gulf complex. It’s a terrif-
ic alternative.    

When water quality in the 

Clear water is one of 
the author’s priorities. 
Seatrout may be tar-
geted by sight-fishing, 
in such conditions. 
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By Mike Conner

Road Trippin’ 
for  the Bite

When home waters 
don’t deliver, gear up for 

an overnighter.

InshoreSpecial

Never mind catching fish (snook 
and redfish, above): At sunrise 
there’s an undeniable thrill just 
putting a  plan into motion. 

Photo by Scott Sanders/Deep See Visuals
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brave, young dynamos wired 
on caffeine! Even the 120-mile 
“down-and-back” flats fish-
ing trip to Biscayne Bay, which 
I have suffered through, is a 

reach. So it’s overnight or I 
don’t go. 

The additional expenses are 
a consideration, but they can 
be minimized with some fore-
thought. As can deciding how 
to tailor a trip to target partic-
ular species, selecting tackle, 
lures, and planning for live bait 
procurement, if any. 

My first concern is weather. 
When inclement weather blan-
kets not only my region but 
the southern tip of the state, 

I rarely make the longer trip, 
unless a customer is hell bent 
on going. Occasionally, I am 
pleasantly surprised when the 
weatherman botches a grim 
forecast. Sometimes, you don’t 
know unless you go! 

During winter cold snaps, 
heading south is a no-brain-
er. On my home waters, wa-
ter temps in the high 50s to 
mid 60s simply put many res-
ident species “to sleep.” As 
for migratory fish, cold sends 
them packing for warmer wa-

ters, both in the surf and inside 
the Intracoastal Waterway. For 
example, I surf fish and also 
take customers surf fishing on 
foot. Three years ago, I shifted 
all of my midwinter surf trips 
for pompano to Palm Beach 
County, where water tempera-
tures were as much as seven to 
10 degrees higher, more to a 
pompano’s liking. 

On the Indian River Lagoon, 
another place I frequently fish, 
strong winter cold fronts churn 

up the waters. If fronts come 
through on 3- to 4-day cycles, 
the water hardly has a chance 
to clear. Plus, it’s rough going 
for my small skiff in that kind 
of wind-chop. That’s the ideal 
time to fish Florida Bay where 
lee shores exist around man-
grove islands, along the Cape 
coastline and creeks, and in 
the Wilderness Waterway be-
tween Flamingo and the Shark 
River/Gulf complex. It’s a terrif-
ic alternative.    

When water quality in the 

Clear water is one of 
the author’s priorities. 
Seatrout may be tar-
geted by sight-fishing, 
in such conditions. 
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By Mike Conner

Road Trippin’ 
for  the Bite

When home waters 
don’t deliver, gear up for 

an overnighter.

InshoreSpecial

Never mind catching fish (snook 
and redfish, above): At sunrise 
there’s an undeniable thrill just 
putting a  plan into motion. 

Photo by Scott Sanders/Deep See Visuals
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St. Lucie River and lower Indian River suf-
fers from heavy local rain runoff or dis-
charges from Lake Okeechobee, I am 
southbound. That’s not to say that runoff 
totally ruins things. As a matter of fact, 
tarpon and snook in my area seem to ac-
climate to it, to a point. But fish such as 
spotted seatrout, and tripletail and red-
fish, to a lesser degree, run from the 
fresh water, preferring saltier conditions. 
And when I have customers aboard, why 
would I want to show them a blacked-out 
waterway with fishing that may be sub 
par at best? Small waterways are easily 
impacted. Large expanses such as Flori-
da Bay, in Everglades National Park, fare 
much better no matter how heavy the 

summer runoff.   
 But inclement weather or poor wa-

ter conditions are not always the cata-
lyst for my travels. The preferred style 
of fishing can dictate my choice. I en-
joy classic sight fishing in the shallows. 
Opportunities for that are limited in the 
southernmost Indian River, whereas 
out of Flamingo or Biscayne Bay, it’s the 
main game. When my customers specif-
ically ask for sight fishing, I’ll often sug-
gest the Everglades or bonefishing in 
Biscayne Bay—unless I’ve located some 
dependable pockets of redfish or pom-
pano. Same applies for spring/summer 
tarpon fishing. The oceanside of the Trea-
sure Coast sees a formidable run of tar-

pon, but these fish are typically more 
challenging for anglers who desire to fish 
flies and artificial lures.  I find Everglades 
tarpon to be more approachable, and 
very receptive of flies and artificial lures, 
in the shallower water of the mud flats. 
And there is a terrific baby tarpon fishery 
there, allowing me to fish light tackle. I 
find that my customers usually prefer the 
smaller fish that are so common in Flori-
da Bay in summer.      

Tackle Cache 
You want to be prepared for any even-

tuality when fishing, but you also don’t 
want to be overwhelmed with stuff that 
you don’t really need. That’s especially 

true when traveling. 
Specifically targeting one or two spe-

cies makes it easy. When I head south 
for bonefish, or tarpon and reds, for ex-
ample, unless my customers are strict-
ly fly or spin-only anglers, I carry both fly 
and spin tackle, with spare spools for the 
spinners, and an extra fly line or two. One 
of my dry storage compartments serves 
as a livewell. Though it’s not sophisticat-
ed enough for live baitfish, it’s great for 
shrimp and crabs.

 I carry a one-gallon bucket for the oc-
casional water change. Speaking of live 
bait, I always call ahead to check on avail-
ability. I suggest going to the same bait 
shop every time, if possible. Forge a rela-

Road Trip

Shrimp and jigs are universal lures that 
will catch fish anywhere in Florida, in 

rough conditions or calm (below). 

Author, far left, takes a break 
from guiding to catch a bone-

fish of his own on Biscayne Bay.  
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true when traveling. 
Specifically targeting one or two spe-

cies makes it easy. When I head south 
for bonefish, or tarpon and reds, for ex-
ample, unless my customers are strict-
ly fly or spin-only anglers, I carry both fly 
and spin tackle, with spare spools for the 
spinners, and an extra fly line or two. One 
of my dry storage compartments serves 
as a livewell. Though it’s not sophisticat-
ed enough for live baitfish, it’s great for 
shrimp and crabs.

 I carry a one-gallon bucket for the oc-
casional water change. Speaking of live 
bait, I always call ahead to check on avail-
ability. I suggest going to the same bait 
shop every time, if possible. Forge a rela-

tionship with the owner to “reserve” bait 
for you. If I discover bait is hard to come 
by, I make every attempt to get it local-
ly the previous night, before trailering 
south. Fresh, iced shrimp is fine for tip-
ping jigs or chumming, and you can actu-
ally keep shrimp alive on ice for up to 24 
hours if wrapped in paper to prevent di-
rect contact with ice. 

The majority of my customers enjoy 
fishing artificial lures and flies, as I do, so 
I have amassed what I feel is a “universal” 
lure and fly cache. It’s effective for flats 
species anywhere in Florida. And because 
I typically remove these items from the 
boat at night at hotels, I keep it light. One 
good-sized box contains soft plastics, 

flats-style jigs, plastic shrimp, spoons, 
and topwater and subsurface plugs. I’ll 
reserve a compartment or two for a half-
dozen types of flies. 

At home, where my skiff is garage-
kept, I tend to carry enough lures and 
flies to open a roadside tackle shop!  I ad-
mit it is borderline ridiculous. In short, 
overnight trips quickly help you decide 
what you do and don’t really need.    

Gear Security 
When I overnight, I always pack as light 

as possible. The more tackle and accesso-
ries I tote, the more I have to drag into a 
hotel room, or otherwise worry about. My 
skiff lacks lockable storage, so I normal-

That’s the kind of 
muddy water worth 
traveling for—a 
stream of silt kicked 
up by a pod of redfish, 
possibly following a 
ray, or on their own. 

Tarpon are migratory 
fish—they show up in 

many places around 
the state. Pick your 

port. Same for snook, 
left.  
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At home, where my skiff is garage-
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and exposed to sunlight. The UV 
rays will deteriorate the rubber 
eventually. Resolve this by buy-
ing a tire cover. Another concern 
with your trailer tires is moisture. 
If you keep your boat outside in 
Florida, do not park it on a grass 
surface or anywhere dew forms, 
or worse, rainwater pools up and 
sits. Invest in a concrete slab that 

BEST IN CLASS: BAY SERIES 1860 & 2072

     ALUMACRAFT BOATS

ALUMACRAFTBOATS.COM

Conquering Saltwater
ONE BAY AT A TIME

drains quickly, and cover the tires and 
spare if possible. Consider moving 
your boat a foot or two from time to 
time if it sits for weeks at a time, too. 
That prevents flat spots from form-
ing on the tread. It should go without 
saying that proper inflation is para-
mount. Break out the gauge every 
time before taking a trip.       

I once had a trailer tire blowout on 

the Ingraham Highway to Flamingo 
in Everglades National Park after a 
charter trip. While donating blood to 
salt marsh mosquitos as the sun set 
(I’d used up my bug dope at the ramp 
that morning!), all I had was the typi-
cal bottle jack that comes with most 
passenger trucks, which is acceptable 
if you are jacking up the trailer on a 
hard, flat surface. What I was faced 

with was a soft, slanted road shoulder 
and when I put weight on the jack, it 
dug in slowly and nearly “slipped” the 
trailer frame. I was lucky, and got the 
tire changed. I have a floor jack now, 
but after that experience, I carried 
along a two foot by two foot 3/4-inch 
piece of plywood, and later, a steel 
plate, to provide a base for the jack. I 
also used a short two-by-four to place 

between the jack “contact point” and 
the trailer frame to prevent slippage. 
Yet, you can eliminate all of this by 
buying a floor jack, which sets you 
back about a hundred bucks. 

I also carry other tools and items 
(see captioned photos) that increase 
my safety in case of a breakdown. And 
that includes a spare crank battery for 
my truck.     —MC 

Clockwise from left:  Safety siphon 
hose; check tire pressure, and carry 
a 12-volt pump; floor jack is a good 
investment and big improvement 
over basic bottle jack; trailer hub 
lock bar for theft prevention during 
overnight parking.
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ly lock some less-expensive items in my 
truck cab out of sight. High value stuff, 
such as electronics and rods and reels, 
go into the room with me, as does my 
graphite pushpole and electric motor. I 
pack one tote bag for extra reels, lure and 
fly boxes, raingear, spare sunglasses and 
vital fishing tools. It also goes inside with 
me at night. 

Whenever possible, I book a room with 
a small ‘fridge for food and drinks, and 
I have one of the “super coolers” that 
keeps ice for days. When I fish Everglades 
National Park out of Flamingo—which, 
sadly, never rebuilt the popular on-
grounds hotel after hurricane damage—I 
stay in Florida City. 

The hotels I book normally have 24-
hour security that patrols the guest park-
ing lots—but don’t depend on their 
vigilance. The Best Western and a few 
others, for example, have large adjoining 
lots that accommodate vehicle and boat 
trailers, and I always try to get a room 
within eyesight of my rig. I also have a 
trailer hub lock bar (a Hammerlock) for 
my trailer wheel, which prevents theft, 
unless the thieves come prepared with 
blowtorches. FS

You might not fret much 
about breakdowns when towing 
your boat five miles to your local 
ramp, but when hitting the road 
at highway speed, for 100-plus-
mile trips, you can’t take chances. 
No matter how well you maintain 
your trailer, mishaps can occur.  

For starters, it’s wise to carry 
two spare trailer tires, prop-

erly inflated. And keep in mind 
that even that “new” spare 
you depend on is not necessar-
ily new and trustworthy just 
because it has never been used. 
Pay attention to the sidewalls of 
the tire—if you see “spiderweb” 
cracks, discard the tire. This is 
especially common with spares 
that are attached to the trailer 

and exposed to sunlight. The UV 
rays will deteriorate the rubber 
eventually. Resolve this by buy-
ing a tire cover. Another concern 
with your trailer tires is moisture. 
If you keep your boat outside in 
Florida, do not park it on a grass 
surface or anywhere dew forms, 
or worse, rainwater pools up and 
sits. Invest in a concrete slab that 

genu
ine

Got Bearings?

*  Easy to install.

Available at boat dealers everywhere.

genu
ine

Get Bearing Buddy®

For complete trailer wheel bearing protection, 

install genuine Bearing Buddy® and Spindle Seal Kit 

together to waterpoof any axle.

*  Keeps water and dirt out of hubs.

*  Eliminates bearing repacking.

genu
ine

genu
ine

Bearing Buddy®

Millions of bearings owe their lives to it

Visit our website at www.bearingbuddy.com

or call toll free 1-888-345-8097

BEST IN CLASS: BAY SERIES 1860 & 2072

     ALUMACRAFT BOATS

ALUMACRAFTBOATS.COM

Conquering Saltwater
ONE BAY AT A TIME

Emergency Road Kit 

Road Trip Author carries two 
spare trailer tires 
and other must-have 
equipment to get 
there and back.
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This redfish took a cut 
bait on a circle hook. Sec-

tions of ladyfish, mullet, 
pinfish, and herring are 

all viable baits. 

At lower tides, be sure 
to note structure such 
as oyster bar—both for 
navigational concerns 
and also as a potential 
fishing spot. 

Summer water muddies up because of higher tides and more rainfall. 
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S couring and scraping, pushing 
and piling, this unstoppable 
force we call the tide moves 
sand, mud, shell and debris 
from here to there like a briny 

bulldozer. Usually the material settles out 
and the water clears, but sometimes not. 

Unusually strong tides, high winds, peri-
ods of rainfall—these can make life rough 
for redfish anglers given to sight-fishing, 
or at least visually locating 
the schools they’ll engage. 

On some waters, such as 
the Florida’s Chassahowitz-
ka marsh, muddy water is more the norm. 
But even the crystalline lower reaches of 
Charlotte Harbor can turn into “chocolate 
milk” on certain days.

Mud Makers
A steady rustle in the palm trees can 

give redfish anglers a serious headache, 

said Capt. Geoff Page, who guides from 
Lower Tampa Bay to Sarasota Bay.

“Number one is a strong south wind or 
anything that muddies up the Gulf, like 
a big northwester,” Page said. “A south 
wind will muddy up the Gulf too, but what 
will happen is you’ll normally see east 
winds or northeast winds, especially in the 
spring, and everything’s going with the 
flow. But then a south will come and that 

will turn things over.
“The Gulf gets churned 

up and then all that muddy 
water comes in our passes.”

In the Englewood area, Capt. Chris 
O’Neil said the high propensity for windy 
conditions makes spring his muddiest 
period of the year. However, he points 
out that hot season’s higher tides—par-
ticularly around the summer solstice—
will invade the mangrove basins and 
draw forth darker, tannic water on the 

outgoing cycle. It’s a different culprit, but 
this seasonal staining is similar enough to 
the vexation of muddy water to include 
in this premise.

And not to pick on summer, but there’s 
another issue worth noting. We typical-
ly laud lush, healthy seagrass beds for fil-
tering the tides and facilitating pristine 
fisheries like Pine Island Sound, Perico 
Harbor and St. Joseph Sound—and that’s 
credit well earned. However, Page offers 
an interesting perspective point: “Sum-
mertime, when the water’s hot, it’s much 
easier to muddy up versus winter be-
cause the grass is taller and there’s more 
sediment clinging to the blades,” he said. 
“Also, in the summer, we have a lot more 
rain, so it’s easier to muddy up that time 
of year.”

Cause and Effect
So, why’s everybody hatin’ on muddy 

By David A. Brown

Tactics for 
locating and 

staying on 
fish during 
periods of 

dirty water.

InshoreSpecial

 A windy spring day may 
create special challenges 

for anglers hoping to 
sight-fish. Finding a lee 

shoreline can help. 
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Mastering
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This redfish took a cut 
bait on a circle hook. Sec-

tions of ladyfish, mullet, 
pinfish, and herring are 

all viable baits. 

At lower tides, be sure 
to note structure such 
as oyster bar—both for 
navigational concerns 
and also as a potential 
fishing spot. 

Summer water muddies up because of higher tides and more rainfall. 
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O’Neil said the high propensity for windy 
conditions makes spring his muddiest 
period of the year. However, he points 
out that hot season’s higher tides—par-
ticularly around the summer solstice—
will invade the mangrove basins and 
draw forth darker, tannic water on the 

outgoing cycle. It’s a different culprit, but 
this seasonal staining is similar enough to 
the vexation of muddy water to include 
in this premise.

And not to pick on summer, but there’s 
another issue worth noting. We typical-
ly laud lush, healthy seagrass beds for fil-
tering the tides and facilitating pristine 
fisheries like Pine Island Sound, Perico 
Harbor and St. Joseph Sound—and that’s 
credit well earned. However, Page offers 
an interesting perspective point: “Sum-
mertime, when the water’s hot, it’s much 
easier to muddy up versus winter be-
cause the grass is taller and there’s more 
sediment clinging to the blades,” he said. 
“Also, in the summer, we have a lot more 
rain, so it’s easier to muddy up that time 
of year.”
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water? Englewood’s Capt. Chris O’Neill 
points first to navigational safety. Your 
electronics will show you the safe run-
ning depths, but random obstruc-
tions can sneak up on you in the murky 
conditions.

A good rule of thumb: If you don’t 
know, go slow.

And then there’s the tactical side of 
things. For objects you can see, it’s pret-
ty easy to line up your casts. You try this 
corner, that corner, maybe a couple of 
parallel shots. But let the muddy wa-
ter obscure the spot and even if you’re 
fishing familiar spots, the aim can be 
challenging.

“The angle of presentation for, say, an 
oyster bar is hard to figure, and it’s tough 
to identify structure in the water,” O’Neill 
said. “In this case, you can refer to your 
electronics like the Humminbird 360 and 
that really makes it easy to find targets.”

O’Neill said he usually finds reds hold-

ing closer to structure like oyster bars in 
muddy conditions. Seems the fish sense 
their own vulnerability, as those sonar-
locating dolphins can sneak up on them 
better in the dirty water.

“With artificials, plan on casting direct-
ly at your target structure because the 
fish are going to be really tight to that 
structure,” O’Neill said. 

“On a nice, clear spring day, when the 
sun comes up, the fish have a tendency 
to get out away from the mangroves and 
start feeding in the sand holes on pin-
fish. But that’s not going to happen in 
muddy conditions because they’re too 
vulnerable.”

Don’t Ditch, Adjust
Now, when our preferred waters turn 

murky, the tendency to throw up our 
hands, abandon our hopes and reluc-
tantly search for greener—if not, clear-
er—pastures is certainly understandable. 

Ask Page and he’ll tell you to stand your 
ground.

“You’re still going to want to be in the 
zone you like, even though it got mud-
died up,” Page said. “I’m going to use 
Long Bar (upper end of Sarasota Bay) as 
an example. I was catching redfish there 
one day and then the next day a south 
wind kicked up, pushed all that sediment 
up against the bar and muddied it up.

“But we were still seeing mullet jump-
ing and we were still seeing birds dive. 
So we’re thinking ‘They’re probably still 
there.’ So you’re going to want to fish 
for them in the same areas you’d fish for 
them in clear conditions.”

In the Homosassa area, Capt. William 
Toney frequently faces muddy conditions 
from the vast salt marshes north and 
south of the namesake river. His strate-
gy: Use the countless coastal keys as mud 
blockers.

“Generally, the backside of the keys 

—relevant to which way 
the current is going—will 
have the clearest water,” 
Toney said. “On an outgo-
ing tide, the west facing 
side will be cleaner and 
on incoming, the east fac-
ing sides will be cleaner 
just because the current 
sweeps (the muddy wa-
ter) away from that down-
tide side.”

Tighten Up
But what about new 

areas? What do you do 
when you face muddy 
conditions in spots where 
you lack familiarity?

“If you’re going into an 
area where it’s blind mud fishing, like we 
sometimes do in Louisiana redfish tour-
naments, then you’re going to want to 
be tight to the bank,” said Page. “Stay as 
tight as you can get, unless the reds are 
out in the open in bait schools.”

When Page sees bait “getting sprayed 
everywhere,” he knows there are red-
fish chasing them—even if he’s not ac-

Muddy conditions are frustrat-
ing enough, but various conditions 
can complicate matters to the point 
of exasperation. Maybe sporty winds 
are challenging your boat position-
ing and casting efficiency, or perhaps 

with the midday doldrums, the 
fish aren’t responding 

to your topwa-
ters, slow 

sink-

ers or spoons. In any case, you can’t 
go wrong by appealing to a redfish’s 
sense of smell.

Built for rooting around near 
the bottom and sniffing out poten-
tial snacks, a redfish will follow the 
enticing aroma of cut bait with the 
urgency of a creature well aware of 
his schoolmates’ competitive feed-
ing interests. Chop bloody, oily baits 
like mullet, threadfin herring and 

ladyfish, toss out a few chum-
mers and then 

sneak a chunk rigged with a circle 
hook into their midst.

And don’t overlook the broad 
selection of scented soft plastics such 
as the classic D.O.A. Shrimp and vari-
ous shapes in the Z-Man, TriggerX 
and Berkley Gulp lineups. Active pre-
sentations create the water displace-
ment necessary for reds to “feel” the 
bait, but the best part about scented 
offerings is that they often work best 
in a dead-stick presentation. Toss 
them into likely spots, preferably 
ahead of a wake or boil, and let the 

fish’s nose do its job.
For muddy water 

appeal, you can season your favor-
ite unscented plastics with various 
sprays, gels and scented dips such as 
Berkley Gulp! Alive, YUM F2, Jack’s 
Juice and Lunker Sauce. Apply liber-
ally and retreat your bait after every 
few casts—certainly after a catch.

Also, this is a good time to steal a 
page from the bass angler’s playbook 
and break out the scented dyes. In dip 
or marker form, a little chartreuse or 
glow accent on the tips of those shad 
tails, jerk baits and shrimp imita-
tors will make them stand out in the 
murky water, while the smell helps 
guide them to the target. 

Muddy Reds

Smell and Tell

Reds are among the 
most olfactory-depen-
dent of inshore game-
fish, making scented 
baits such as this Gulp! 
especially effective.  
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—relevant to which way 
the current is going—will 
have the clearest water,” 
Toney said. “On an outgo-
ing tide, the west facing 
side will be cleaner and 
on incoming, the east fac-
ing sides will be cleaner 
just because the current 
sweeps (the muddy wa-
ter) away from that down-
tide side.”

Tighten Up
But what about new 

areas? What do you do 
when you face muddy 
conditions in spots where 
you lack familiarity?

“If you’re going into an 
area where it’s blind mud fishing, like we 
sometimes do in Louisiana redfish tour-
naments, then you’re going to want to 
be tight to the bank,” said Page. “Stay as 
tight as you can get, unless the reds are 
out in the open in bait schools.”

When Page sees bait “getting sprayed 
everywhere,” he knows there are red-
fish chasing them—even if he’s not ac-

tually seeing the redfish. In the central 
Gulf Coast bays, you’ll often see redfish 
blowing up on glass minnows, pilchards 
and occasionally finger mullet. Take this 
as your cue to focus hard on that area—
muddy or not.

“Especially if the fish were there be-
fore and the wind shifted and muddied it 
up. If the water level is the same and the 

bait is still there and there are still birds 
diving, those fish are there. If their food 
source is there, they’re never going to 
move far from their food source.”

Depth is another key consideration 
and Page likes to constrain his playing 
field to a manageable level.

“I’m going to get as shallow as possi-
ble, where I know there can still be fish 

Successful hookup 
on a calm morning. 
Under such condi-
tions, many experts 
watch for pushes 
of fish on the move, 
or blowups during 
feeding activity. 
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water? Englewood’s Capt. Chris O’Neill 
points first to navigational safety. Your 
electronics will show you the safe run-
ning depths, but random obstruc-
tions can sneak up on you in the murky 
conditions.

A good rule of thumb: If you don’t 
know, go slow.

And then there’s the tactical side of 
things. For objects you can see, it’s pret-
ty easy to line up your casts. You try this 
corner, that corner, maybe a couple of 
parallel shots. But let the muddy wa-
ter obscure the spot and even if you’re 
fishing familiar spots, the aim can be 
challenging.

“The angle of presentation for, say, an 
oyster bar is hard to figure, and it’s tough 
to identify structure in the water,” O’Neill 
said. “In this case, you can refer to your 
electronics like the Humminbird 360 and 
that really makes it easy to find targets.”

O’Neill said he usually finds reds hold-

ing closer to structure like oyster bars in 
muddy conditions. Seems the fish sense 
their own vulnerability, as those sonar-
locating dolphins can sneak up on them 
better in the dirty water.

“With artificials, plan on casting direct-
ly at your target structure because the 
fish are going to be really tight to that 
structure,” O’Neill said. 

“On a nice, clear spring day, when the 
sun comes up, the fish have a tendency 
to get out away from the mangroves and 
start feeding in the sand holes on pin-
fish. But that’s not going to happen in 
muddy conditions because they’re too 
vulnerable.”

Don’t Ditch, Adjust
Now, when our preferred waters turn 

murky, the tendency to throw up our 
hands, abandon our hopes and reluc-
tantly search for greener—if not, clear-
er—pastures is certainly understandable. 

Ask Page and he’ll tell you to stand your 
ground.

“You’re still going to want to be in the 
zone you like, even though it got mud-
died up,” Page said. “I’m going to use 
Long Bar (upper end of Sarasota Bay) as 
an example. I was catching redfish there 
one day and then the next day a south 
wind kicked up, pushed all that sediment 
up against the bar and muddied it up.

“But we were still seeing mullet jump-
ing and we were still seeing birds dive. 
So we’re thinking ‘They’re probably still 
there.’ So you’re going to want to fish 
for them in the same areas you’d fish for 
them in clear conditions.”

In the Homosassa area, Capt. William 
Toney frequently faces muddy conditions 
from the vast salt marshes north and 
south of the namesake river. His strate-
gy: Use the countless coastal keys as mud 
blockers.

“Generally, the backside of the keys 

—relevant to which way 
the current is going—will 
have the clearest water,” 
Toney said. “On an outgo-
ing tide, the west facing 
side will be cleaner and 
on incoming, the east fac-
ing sides will be cleaner 
just because the current 
sweeps (the muddy wa-
ter) away from that down-
tide side.”

Tighten Up
But what about new 

areas? What do you do 
when you face muddy 
conditions in spots where 
you lack familiarity?

“If you’re going into an 
area where it’s blind mud fishing, like we 
sometimes do in Louisiana redfish tour-
naments, then you’re going to want to 
be tight to the bank,” said Page. “Stay as 
tight as you can get, unless the reds are 
out in the open in bait schools.”

When Page sees bait “getting sprayed 
everywhere,” he knows there are red-
fish chasing them—even if he’s not ac-

Muddy conditions are frustrat-
ing enough, but various conditions 
can complicate matters to the point 
of exasperation. Maybe sporty winds 
are challenging your boat position-
ing and casting efficiency, or perhaps 

with the midday doldrums, the 
fish aren’t responding 

to your topwa-
ters, slow 

sink-

ers or spoons. In any case, you can’t 
go wrong by appealing to a redfish’s 
sense of smell.

Built for rooting around near 
the bottom and sniffing out poten-
tial snacks, a redfish will follow the 
enticing aroma of cut bait with the 
urgency of a creature well aware of 
his schoolmates’ competitive feed-
ing interests. Chop bloody, oily baits 
like mullet, threadfin herring and 

ladyfish, toss out a few chum-
mers and then 

sneak a chunk rigged with a circle 
hook into their midst.

And don’t overlook the broad 
selection of scented soft plastics such 
as the classic D.O.A. Shrimp and vari-
ous shapes in the Z-Man, TriggerX 
and Berkley Gulp lineups. Active pre-
sentations create the water displace-
ment necessary for reds to “feel” the 
bait, but the best part about scented 
offerings is that they often work best 
in a dead-stick presentation. Toss 
them into likely spots, preferably 
ahead of a wake or boil, and let the 

fish’s nose do its job.
For muddy water 

appeal, you can season your favor-
ite unscented plastics with various 
sprays, gels and scented dips such as 
Berkley Gulp! Alive, YUM F2, Jack’s 
Juice and Lunker Sauce. Apply liber-
ally and retreat your bait after every 
few casts—certainly after a catch.

Also, this is a good time to steal a 
page from the bass angler’s playbook 
and break out the scented dyes. In dip 
or marker form, a little chartreuse or 
glow accent on the tips of those shad 
tails, jerk baits and shrimp imita-
tors will make them stand out in the 
murky water, while the smell helps 
guide them to the target. 

Muddy Reds

Smell and Tell

Reds are among the 
most olfactory-depen-
dent of inshore game-
fish, making scented 
baits such as this Gulp! 
especially effective.  
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—relevant to which way 
the current is going—will 
have the clearest water,” 
Toney said. “On an outgo-
ing tide, the west facing 
side will be cleaner and 
on incoming, the east fac-
ing sides will be cleaner 
just because the current 
sweeps (the muddy wa-
ter) away from that down-
tide side.”

Tighten Up
But what about new 

areas? What do you do 
when you face muddy 
conditions in spots where 
you lack familiarity?

“If you’re going into an 
area where it’s blind mud fishing, like we 
sometimes do in Louisiana redfish tour-
naments, then you’re going to want to 
be tight to the bank,” said Page. “Stay as 
tight as you can get, unless the reds are 
out in the open in bait schools.”

When Page sees bait “getting sprayed 
everywhere,” he knows there are red-
fish chasing them—even if he’s not ac-

tually seeing the redfish. In the central 
Gulf Coast bays, you’ll often see redfish 
blowing up on glass minnows, pilchards 
and occasionally finger mullet. Take this 
as your cue to focus hard on that area—
muddy or not.

“Especially if the fish were there be-
fore and the wind shifted and muddied it 
up. If the water level is the same and the 

bait is still there and there are still birds 
diving, those fish are there. If their food 
source is there, they’re never going to 
move far from their food source.”

Depth is another key consideration 
and Page likes to constrain his playing 
field to a manageable level.

“I’m going to get as shallow as possi-
ble, where I know there can still be fish 

Successful hookup 
on a calm morning. 
Under such condi-
tions, many experts 
watch for pushes 
of fish on the move, 
or blowups during 
feeding activity. 
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and I’ll look for pushes or maybe even a 
blowup on the surface,” he said.

Page said he’s comfortable fishing 
muddy water most any time of day, de-
pending on wind levels. Muddy water 
will never be an easy beast to tame, but 
you can at least leverage the factors at 
hand.

“If the wind’s cranking, then you’re go-
ing to want some sunlight, but if it’s calm 
and they can hear and sense vibration, 
then early morning is fine,” Page said of 

his timing. “Once again, fish as shallow 
as you can possibly fish and I mean four 
feet or less.

“Go deeper than that, you’re just jig-
ging in the dark. You might as well fish 
a live bait or a piece of cut bait down on 
the bottom with a split shot and let that 
redfish do his thing.”

Get Noticed
Drawing upon his tournament ex-

perience in southern Louisiana, where 

perpetually muddy water makes bold, 
attention-grabbing baits the common 
preference, O’Neill knows well the impor-
tance of ringing the dinner bell for fish 
whose vision has become obscured. In 
Florida, he’s fond of topwaters and in the 

muddy stuff, he likes high-pitch baits like 
the Bomber Saltwater Grade Badonk-A-
Donk HP.

Of course, it’s great when the surface 
attack nabs your quarry, but even those 
near misses play a part in this production. 
Preferring a Rapala Skitterwalk, Page 
points out, a red’s appetite is not easily 
dissuaded. A fish that’s sufficiently mo-
tivated to turn his downward designed 
mouth upward is a catchable fish.

He won’t always succeed in the topside 
targeting, but the attempt paints a big 
red X on the area. 

“You can tell the difference between 
a redfish and a trout blowup,” Page said. 
“A trout is going to pop it more, whereas 
a redfish almost boils on it. He’s coming 
from underneath, so he’s raising his head 
up so he can get his mouth on the bait.”

To give his topwater the best chance 
of attracting attention, Page goes bright 
and bold.

“If I’m using lures, I’ll going to use 
bright pink, chartreuse, orange—stuff 

that’s really going to show up in the 
mud,” he said. “I’m fishing these as shal-
low as possible where I know the fish are 
going to, at least, sense it. They’ll hear 
the noise, and feel the vibration and 
those bright colors are going to show 
up in the mud—provided there’s some 
sunlight.”

Subsurface baits also play in the mud-
dy water. For Toney, the flash and wob-
ble of an Eppinger Rex gold spoon works 
wonders in murky water. When O’Neill 
needs to reach below the surface, he’ll 
sling the Bomber Long Shot, a short-
lipped suspending twitch bait with a 
wide, wobbling action that reds detect 
more easily than a subtle soft plastic.

“If you’re talking a foot of water, a sub-
surface bait doesn’t make a lot of sense; 
but if you’re fishing an oyster bar adja-
cent to a 4- to 5-foot dropoff, it’s perfect,” 
O’Neill said. “It’s great for casting deep 
water drop offs adjacent to structure, or 
in sand holes.”

Presentation Strategies
In fairness to the mud, it’s really not 

all bad. As Toney points out, anglers 
can actually get away with a little more 

Muddy Reds

Subsurface plugs with loud rattles built in 
are another useful tool when trying to draw 
fish in low-vis waters.  
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that’s really going to show up in the 
mud,” he said. “I’m fishing these as shal-
low as possible where I know the fish are 
going to, at least, sense it. They’ll hear 
the noise, and feel the vibration and 
those bright colors are going to show 
up in the mud—provided there’s some 
sunlight.”

Subsurface baits also play in the mud-
dy water. For Toney, the flash and wob-
ble of an Eppinger Rex gold spoon works 
wonders in murky water. When O’Neill 
needs to reach below the surface, he’ll 
sling the Bomber Long Shot, a short-
lipped suspending twitch bait with a 
wide, wobbling action that reds detect 
more easily than a subtle soft plastic.

“If you’re talking a foot of water, a sub-
surface bait doesn’t make a lot of sense; 
but if you’re fishing an oyster bar adja-
cent to a 4- to 5-foot dropoff, it’s perfect,” 
O’Neill said. “It’s great for casting deep 
water drop offs adjacent to structure, or 
in sand holes.”

Presentation Strategies
In fairness to the mud, it’s really not 

all bad. As Toney points out, anglers 
can actually get away with a little more 

than they typical-
ly would in con-
ditions of high 
visibility. 

“I try to ap-
proach all fishing 
as quietly as pos-
sible, but if it’s 
darker water, they 
may not be as apt 
to see you as they 
normally would,” 
Toney said. “Long 
casts and a quiet 
approach are im-
portant, but muddy conditions can be 
more forgiving.

“Sometimes, you can get tighter (to the 
fish) than you normally could because of 
the visibility factor and the fish not be-
ing able to see as well. If rough condi-
tions prevent you from getting a good 
foothold, and you have to creep in a little 
closer than normal, you’ll probably get 
away with it because of it being muddy.”

When he can’t see his targets, Toney 
poles likely areas and has his anglers fan 
cast with spoons and topwaters. One 
bite, boil or flash is usually enough for 

him to commit some quality time.
“I use a Wang Anchor, so when we 

hook a redfish, I immediately stop the 
boat,” Toney said. “Nine times out of 10, 
there’s going to be more fish where that 
one came from. If you continue to move 
forward, a lot of times, you’ll spook the 
rest of the fish.

“To me, patience is the key to getting 
multiple fish from one spot. If you do 
catch one and you work the spot for an-
other five to 10 minutes, and nothing 
happens, move on.” FS

The flash and vibration 
of a wobbling spoon is 
particularly attractive in 
stained waters. 

Subsurface plugs with loud rattles built in 
are another useful tool when trying to draw 
fish in low-vis waters.  
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and I’ll look for pushes or maybe even a 
blowup on the surface,” he said.

Page said he’s comfortable fishing 
muddy water most any time of day, de-
pending on wind levels. Muddy water 
will never be an easy beast to tame, but 
you can at least leverage the factors at 
hand.

“If the wind’s cranking, then you’re go-
ing to want some sunlight, but if it’s calm 
and they can hear and sense vibration, 
then early morning is fine,” Page said of 

his timing. “Once again, fish as shallow 
as you can possibly fish and I mean four 
feet or less.

“Go deeper than that, you’re just jig-
ging in the dark. You might as well fish 
a live bait or a piece of cut bait down on 
the bottom with a split shot and let that 
redfish do his thing.”

Get Noticed
Drawing upon his tournament ex-

perience in southern Louisiana, where 

perpetually muddy water makes bold, 
attention-grabbing baits the common 
preference, O’Neill knows well the impor-
tance of ringing the dinner bell for fish 
whose vision has become obscured. In 
Florida, he’s fond of topwaters and in the 

muddy stuff, he likes high-pitch baits like 
the Bomber Saltwater Grade Badonk-A-
Donk HP.

Of course, it’s great when the surface 
attack nabs your quarry, but even those 
near misses play a part in this production. 
Preferring a Rapala Skitterwalk, Page 
points out, a red’s appetite is not easily 
dissuaded. A fish that’s sufficiently mo-
tivated to turn his downward designed 
mouth upward is a catchable fish.

He won’t always succeed in the topside 
targeting, but the attempt paints a big 
red X on the area. 

“You can tell the difference between 
a redfish and a trout blowup,” Page said. 
“A trout is going to pop it more, whereas 
a redfish almost boils on it. He’s coming 
from underneath, so he’s raising his head 
up so he can get his mouth on the bait.”

To give his topwater the best chance 
of attracting attention, Page goes bright 
and bold.

“If I’m using lures, I’ll going to use 
bright pink, chartreuse, orange—stuff 

that’s really going to show up in the 
mud,” he said. “I’m fishing these as shal-
low as possible where I know the fish are 
going to, at least, sense it. They’ll hear 
the noise, and feel the vibration and 
those bright colors are going to show 
up in the mud—provided there’s some 
sunlight.”

Subsurface baits also play in the mud-
dy water. For Toney, the flash and wob-
ble of an Eppinger Rex gold spoon works 
wonders in murky water. When O’Neill 
needs to reach below the surface, he’ll 
sling the Bomber Long Shot, a short-
lipped suspending twitch bait with a 
wide, wobbling action that reds detect 
more easily than a subtle soft plastic.

“If you’re talking a foot of water, a sub-
surface bait doesn’t make a lot of sense; 
but if you’re fishing an oyster bar adja-
cent to a 4- to 5-foot dropoff, it’s perfect,” 
O’Neill said. “It’s great for casting deep 
water drop offs adjacent to structure, or 
in sand holes.”

Presentation Strategies
In fairness to the mud, it’s really not 

all bad. As Toney points out, anglers 
can actually get away with a little more 

Muddy Reds

Subsurface plugs with loud rattles built in 
are another useful tool when trying to draw 
fish in low-vis waters.  
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but if you’re fishing an oyster bar adja-
cent to a 4- to 5-foot dropoff, it’s perfect,” 
O’Neill said. “It’s great for casting deep 
water drop offs adjacent to structure, or 
in sand holes.”

Presentation Strategies
In fairness to the mud, it’s really not 

all bad. As Toney points out, anglers 
can actually get away with a little more 

than they typical-
ly would in con-
ditions of high 
visibility. 

“I try to ap-
proach all fishing 
as quietly as pos-
sible, but if it’s 
darker water, they 
may not be as apt 
to see you as they 
normally would,” 
Toney said. “Long 
casts and a quiet 
approach are im-
portant, but muddy conditions can be 
more forgiving.

“Sometimes, you can get tighter (to the 
fish) than you normally could because of 
the visibility factor and the fish not be-
ing able to see as well. If rough condi-
tions prevent you from getting a good 
foothold, and you have to creep in a little 
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When he can’t see his targets, Toney 
poles likely areas and has his anglers fan 
cast with spoons and topwaters. One 
bite, boil or flash is usually enough for 

him to commit some quality time.
“I use a Wang Anchor, so when we 

hook a redfish, I immediately stop the 
boat,” Toney said. “Nine times out of 10, 
there’s going to be more fish where that 
one came from. If you continue to move 
forward, a lot of times, you’ll spook the 
rest of the fish.

“To me, patience is the key to getting 
multiple fish from one spot. If you do 
catch one and you work the spot for an-
other five to 10 minutes, and nothing 
happens, move on.” FS

The flash and vibration 
of a wobbling spoon is 
particularly attractive in 
stained waters. 

Subsurface plugs with loud rattles built in 
are another useful tool when trying to draw 
fish in low-vis waters.  
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S ince the days when Heming-
way stared out at a vast blue 
ocean to gain inspiration for 
his writing, anglers have been 
using small shallow draft 

boats to fish for the many species that 
thought they were safe from predators 
by staying out of deeper waters. In earli-
er times, flat bottom skiffs and small cen-
ter consoles were the only watercraft 
that would float shallow enough to ac-
cess the back country flats. Over time the 
evolutionary process of boat building 
has given birth to a whole series of boats 
nowadays referred to as flats boats.

Typical flats boats have several things 
in common, large flat casting decks, 
small consoles adorned with a mini-
mum amount of controls and lastly, but 
most importantly, a poling platform. Pol-
ing platforms come in a variety of shapes 
and supporting leg designs but all have 
the common function of enabling an an-
gler to stand on top of the stern mounted 
platform and silently push his boat across 
a flat using a long pole. As popularity of 
this style of boat grew, advancements in 
composite technology have allowed boat 

Technical poling skiffs have 
become a sub-class of the 
flats boat industry. 
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Shallow water boats are reaching farther 
up into the flats and farther out to sea.

By Dave East, Boating Editor
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that would float shallow enough to ac-
cess the back country flats. Over time the 
evolutionary process of boat building 
has given birth to a whole series of boats 
nowadays referred to as flats boats.

Typical flats boats have several things 
in common, large flat casting decks, 
small consoles adorned with a mini-
mum amount of controls and lastly, but 
most importantly, a poling platform. Pol-
ing platforms come in a variety of shapes 
and supporting leg designs but all have 
the common function of enabling an an-
gler to stand on top of the stern mounted 
platform and silently push his boat across 
a flat using a long pole. As popularity of 
this style of boat grew, advancements in 
composite technology have allowed boat 

manufacturers to build hulls that are 
stronger and lighter. The ability to shed 
hull weight equates to a shallower draft 
to where the boats of present day are 
able to access parts of the shallow flats 
where anglers of the past only dreamt of 
going. At one point the flats boat indus-
try was much larger than it is today. Fish-
ermen who previously used larger center 
consoles and sometimes even fresh wa-
ter bass boats 
traded for a flats 
boat that could be 
used for fishing 
the shallow flats 
of the Keys, back 
country marshes, 
inland waterways 
and sweetwa-
ter lakes. As time 
went on the one 
constant thing in 
the boat industry 
prevailed, change. 
Flats boats have 
become more 
specialized and 
anglers demand-

ing that their boats do more are the driv-
ing force behind the latest wave of boats 
called bay boats.

A bay boat is very similar in function 
to a flats boat when it comes to fishing 
in shallow back waters and bays but by 
comparison, bay boats tend to be larger. 
With this larger hull displacement you do 
give up a few inches in draft and also the 
poling platform, which on bay boats is re-

As bay boats have grown, some manufac-
turers incorporate steps into the hulls for 
enhanced performance.

Aft poling platform is iconic 
and useful feature on the 
classic flats boat. 
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placed by a bow-mounted trolling mo-
tor. The advantages gained in a bay boat, 
over a flats boat, are more square foot-
age of cockpit, larger livewells, addition-
al storage under the expanded casting 
decks and typically a better ride in heavy 
chop. If top end speed is of value, the 
larger bay boat can handle more horse-
power plus may be capable of some light 
offshore duty on a good day. 

When bay boats first made their ap-
pearance it was hard to distinguish 
whether you were looking at a large flats 
boat or a small bay boat. Now the pop-
ularity of bay boats has more and more 
boat manufacturers adding a bay to their 
lines and the flats and bay boat market 
is more polarized than ever.  Many of the 
true flats boats being built today are re-
ferred to as technical poling skiffs. 

These skiffs range from 14 to 17 feet in 
length and have small outboard engines. 
In the bay boat industry, bigger seems 
to be better, both in the length of the 
hulls and the outboard motors that pow-
er them. 

Common now are bays 26 feet in 
length with 60 MPH top end speeds 
made possible by 300 horsepower out-

Trending Now
Composite construction and foam coring 
produce a boat that’s lightweight and strong. 

Boats built with vac-
uum infusing have a 
very consistent resin 
to glass ratio.
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boards. Mercury recently in-
stalled one of its new 400 hp 
racing outboards on a 24-foot 
bay boat, so hard to tell where 
things will go.

Lighten Up
Technical poling skiffs, formal-

ly known as flats boats, are the 
rage with skinny water anglers. 
These extremely light weight 
and agile hulls owe their ad-
vanced maneuverability to high 
tech composite construction. A 
16- to 17-foot boat weighing less 
than 600 pounds is easy to push 
with a pole and doesn’t require 
a large outboard motor. Vacu-
um infused resins, foam core and 
Kevlar materials play a role in the 
overall reduction in weight seen 
in many flats boats today.

Minimum 
Requirements

The average technical poling 
skiff is a purpose built craft for two an-
glers who want to float in skinny water. 
Bonefish, permit, and backcountry tarpon 

are among the top species sought after 
fishing out of a boat that can draft only a 
few inches of water, fully loaded. Most of 

these skiffs are bare bones con-
sisting of a forward and rear cast-
ing deck, a modest size fuel tank, 
plus small outboard in the 30 
horsepower range. 

A tiller control or small side 
console frees up valuable deck 
space. Other variations of techni-
cal poling skiffs are available with 
a slightly larger hull, additional 
storage, center console and per-
haps even a live baitwell. 

The largest of the outboards 
powering the bigger skiffs will 
be less than 90 horsepower. A 
common thread among all of 
the skiffs is that they will be fit-
ted with an invaluable poling 
platform. 

Big Bays
As the bay boat industry has 

expanded so have the sizes of 
bay boats. Former flats boats 
owners wanted a boat a little bit 
larger to handle more people, 

gear and rougher water. 
The first bay boats being produced in 

the 20 foot range met this demand. On 
the other hand there are many blue wa-
ter center console owners stepping down 
to a boat that isn’t as expensive to oper-
ate and can be handled by one person. 
They seek a boat that has inland wa-
ter capability but can still break an inlet 
when the weather permits to target the 
offshore pelagics they have grown fond 
of catching. 

Responding to consumer demand, 
bay boat manufacturers are now offering 
several hulls in the 25- to 26-foot range. 
These hulls have a sharper entry and 
deeper deadrise than a flats boat. 

You will have to give up the ability to 
reach some of the shallowest backwaters 
but you do gain a more seaworthy ride if 
you want to venture out offshore.

Shallow Water Anchors
When fishing in shallow water, a 

stealthy approach is a must. When you 
get to an area that is holding fish the last 
thing you want is to make your presence 
known by deploying a noisy anchor at-
tached to a rattling chain. 

A shallow water anchor may look fun-
ny sticking up in the air from the transom 
of a boat, like an overstuffed VHF anten-
na, but many bay boats are coming facto-
ry equipped with one. Some owners add 
a second shallow water anchor. The twin 
stakes keep the boat from pivoting.

After you get your first opportunity to 

use it, you will see why most 
boats that have a shallow wa-
ter anchor, have a typical Dan-
forth style anchor up in the 
bow rusting away, never again 
to see the light of day. 

The automatic stick pin-
style anchoring rod can be 
lowered silently by a push of a 
button and raised just as eas-
ily. They are quick to set, ex-
tremely quiet, plus you don’t 
have to deal with a muddy 
anchor. 

GPS Trolling Motors
   As shallow water boats 

have gotten bigger, mov-
ing them across the flats with 
a push pole is much hard-
er. Having a deeper draft and 
more windage, from a high-
er hull side, calls for more con-
trol. In the same fashion that 
a horse can pull a buggy easi-
er than push it, a bow mount-
ed trolling motor allows a bay boat to 
be fished with almost the same advan-
tage that a flats boat has with a poling 

Trending Now Shallow water 
stake anchor qui-

etly holds the boat 
in position without 

alerting the fish.
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lowered silently by a push of a 
button and raised just as eas-
ily. They are quick to set, ex-
tremely quiet, plus you don’t 
have to deal with a muddy 
anchor. 

GPS Trolling Motors
   As shallow water boats 

have gotten bigger, mov-
ing them across the flats with 
a push pole is much hard-
er. Having a deeper draft and 
more windage, from a high-
er hull side, calls for more con-
trol. In the same fashion that 
a horse can pull a buggy easi-
er than push it, a bow mount-
ed trolling motor allows a bay boat to 
be fished with almost the same advan-
tage that a flats boat has with a poling 

platform. 
Several of the newest electric trolling 

motors on the market have a built-in GPS 

receiver that not only can fol-
low a pre-set course but with 
a push of a button, the trolling 
motor can hold your present 
position while automatically 
adjusting speed and direction 
for wind and current. 

The maximum shaft length 
currently available is 72 inch-
es, from Rhodan. Two of the 
makers, Minn-Kota and Mo-
tor Guide offer 36-volt models 
with 100-pound-thrust rat-
ings, suitable for propelling 
the largest bay boats. 

One can see that technol-
ogy for quiet, electric propul-
sion is keeping pace with the 
changing configurations of in-
shore boats.   

Many other types of shallow 
water boats are manufactured 
in-between a lightweight skiff 
and a full-sized bay boat. Al-
though these boats can also 
be used for fishing the flats 

and bays, there will be some compromis-
es, because their designs are not as mis-
sion-specific. FS

Trolling motor with 
built-in GPS auto-
matically monitors 
boat position while 
angler concentrates 
on casting.
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boards. Mercury recently in-
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racing outboards on a 24-foot 
bay boat, so hard to tell where 
things will go.
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overall reduction in weight seen 
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Minimum 
Requirements

The average technical poling 
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glers who want to float in skinny water. 
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a second shallow water anchor. The twin 
stakes keep the boat from pivoting.

After you get your first opportunity to 

use it, you will see why most 
boats that have a shallow wa-
ter anchor, have a typical Dan-
forth style anchor up in the 
bow rusting away, never again 
to see the light of day. 

The automatic stick pin-
style anchoring rod can be 
lowered silently by a push of a 
button and raised just as eas-
ily. They are quick to set, ex-
tremely quiet, plus you don’t 
have to deal with a muddy 
anchor. 

GPS Trolling Motors
   As shallow water boats 

have gotten bigger, mov-
ing them across the flats with 
a push pole is much hard-
er. Having a deeper draft and 
more windage, from a high-
er hull side, calls for more con-
trol. In the same fashion that 
a horse can pull a buggy easi-
er than push it, a bow mount-
ed trolling motor allows a bay boat to 
be fished with almost the same advan-
tage that a flats boat has with a poling 
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An Outdoor Happening

It was a warm day on Sanibel. There 
were schools of pilchards just be-
yond the second sandbar, a good sign 
when you are fishing the sandbars.

Dad and I had caught our fill that morn-
ing with Spanish mackerels and jack cre-
valle. I had spent the morning re-rigging 
my leaders because the mackerels would 
bite right through the monofilament. But 
when the bite is that good, I almost do 
not mind re-rigging the line. 

As usual, the bite had slowed down by 
two o’clock in the afternoon. However, 
since the seagulls and pelicans were still 
dive-bombing the bait balls, I decided to 
free-line a pilchard and enjoy the luke-
warm water. The day was calm and the 
water was clear. It was very comfortable 
to just relax in the water.

Things had been unstable financially 
at home since Dad had lost his job and 
Mom had surgery. I was preparing to go 
to law school and I had spent most of the 
summer studying for the admissions test, 
even bringing workbooks on vacation 
to study at night. We almost did not go 
to Sanibel this year but my parents had 
made the trip a last minute surprise. Hard 

to imagine not going to Sanibel, which I 
looked forward to every year.

The line suddenly tightened. Whatever 
was at the end of it had taken off. On Sani-
bel, a large fish on the line attracts an audi-
ence from the shore. I had been trying to 
find the right drag setting the entire vaca-
tion and the fish had no problem swimming 
far. I was wading waist-deep and had to 
walk about 20 yards to the left. Then, it had 
a change of heart, and I had to walk about 
60 yards to the right. I could hear our friend, 
who always had a cold one in his hand, yell-
ing to see what the fish was. At one point 
he even claimed to see a brown figure rise 
above the water about 50 yards out. I do not 
know if any of that is true, but he made the 
catch more enjoyable. I had helped him a 
couple of years ago with a nice catch in the 
early morning amongst the tall waves so it 

was nice of him to return the favor.
I had to let this fish tire out. I had 

10-pound-test line on the reel. I just want-
ed to bring this fish in this day above all 
others. Then, after 25 minutes, the tide 
changed. The fish started heading in to-
wards the sandbar. I was winning the fight 
but I had to be patient.

I saw the fish’s silhouette. It was meaty 
and had that unmistakable black line-
side. It was a snook and it was the biggest 
I had ever seen caught from the beach. It 
gave up as I got within five feet of it. Dad 
went around the back of it and was able 
to control it. Our friend with beer in hand 
was there to make sure we did not lose 
control. It was a textbook hookup right on 
the side of the mouth.

After the quick pictures, a promise to 
buy me a beer by our friend, and a lit-
tle reviving, the powerful fish swam off 
strongly. I have respect for a fish that size 
and conservation is important to me so 
the snook went back quickly. Measuring 
44 inches, no fish has meant more to me. 

Fishing has the ability to make you for-
get reality and turn strangers into friends. 
That is why I continue to fish. FS

If you have had an interesting, exciting or funny experience in the outdoors, tell us about it and send us a picture: It 
might qualify as “An Outdoor Happening.” If your story is chosen, you’ll receive a Florida Sportsman book set, including 

a chart for your area, worth over $100. Send your story and one or more photos to Outdoor Happening, Florida Sports-
man, 2700 S. Kanner Hwy., Stuart, FL 34994. By e-mail: davidc@floridasportsman.com

A Good Day at Sanibel
Some catches mean 

more than others.
By Bryan Truyol

Bryan Truyol takes 
care reviving a snook 
before release which he 
caught on a family trip 
to Sanibel—a trip he 
wasn’t sure he’d be able 
to make. 
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